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Element, The

8 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Tommy Czeschin

Tommy Czeschin is the backbone to the US Snowboard team. Widely regarded as the world’s
most consistent half pipe rider, Tommy is never far from the podium. We are there to witness a
historic day in Tommy’s career at the snowboard Grand Prix stop in Breckenridge, CO.

2. Gretchen Bleiler

Snowboarding’s Goddess of the pipe is Gretchen Bleiler. We explore what it takes to dominate the
competition, and we find out what keeps her motivated during a long weekend of competition,
spending time with Gretchen and the rest of her buddies in the team motor home at the World
Superpipe Championships in Park City, UT.

3. Charles Gagnier

French-Canadian Charles Gagnier has exploded onto the Freeski scene. Charles’ easy-going
personality fits right in on the action sports scene and we see first-hand why natural talent is
sometimes all you need! The US Freeski Open in Vail, CO is the biggest event in the sport and
Charles is ready to take on the field.

4. Peter Olenick

Peter Olenick is on top of the Freeski world. Competing in Half Pipe, Slopestyle, and whatever
else is thrown at him, this young ripper from Aspen is the real deal. The US Freeski Open is the
biggest stage for freesking, and we follow Peter to see how he prepares to attack this monster
event.

5. Luke Wynen

A well-known veteran of pipe competition, Luke Wynen is coming off the best season of his life.
We go up close and personal with this extremely down-to-earth husband and all around classy
guy for the weekend at the Snowboard Grand Prix in Mt Bachelor, OR.
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6. Andy Finch

Andy Finch, also known as the Pitbull, does one thing better than anyone else in the snowboard
world. Go Big! This California kid is a dominant force in the half pipe world and we spend some
time with him as he skies over the field at the Snowboard Grand Prix tour stop in Breckenridge,
CO.

7. Jeret 'Speedy' Peterson

Meet 2002 Olympian Jeret ‘Speedy’ Peterson. His enthusiasm paid off with three victories and
three more second-place finishes in 2005. Once he clinched the yellow World Cup leader’s bib at
Mont Tremblant, he also clinched the aerials World Cup title.

8. Joe Pack

Joe Pack, the 2002 Olympic Silver medallist in Freestyle Aerials is the hardest worker in his sport.
We spend a day with Joe as he trains for the big upcoming season. Joe takes us through his not-
so-average day and gives us an inside look to the sport of Aerial Jumping.


